
If some of the updates and FYI mailings are of no interest, 

throw away. I should do one on my visit to the offices of 

theNew l'epublic today but forgot. Heanwhile, the Post Mortem 

subtitle is FKK assassination doverup Smashed. If there is 

something better than "smashed" or a formulation of the 

thought that indicates this is not a rehash nobody I've 

talked to has thought of or expressed it. I like my artist 

friend's design. We fixed on green chiefly because we've used 

most of the colors other than purple. It seems more inappro-

priate than green. I have a shooting and a delivery schedule 

that barring accidents and problems assures appearance 

before any TV special...I' some ways this will be the least 

attractive of the unattractive inside printing. But when the 

fees come through we'll but Lil a Sekectric that now comes 

with typeface intercnakbable type aid blass. Got some 

samples of the work it does today. No more reductions to 

compute except documents after this! Meaning after we have tkE 

this. I also got a few lessons in how to do the job of tape wi 

without the tape that has darkened. I the future the stuff 
i will look better, more professional, f we probably can t 

afford the self-justifying version which has to be one that 

feeds tape....In the a.m. I start reading the new part of 

the Ray appeal then whenLil has the index typed and I can 

compute the pages I have I'll finish up quickly, probably 

with what could be expanded into a shory separate book. 

We've fixed the price at $10.00 and with recent post office 

experiences and a two-lb book have decided on 750 for in-

sured postage. We won't mail any other way except with 

prepayaat and written acceptance of responsibility. I'd rather 

lose sales that try to be polite when people respond to our 

proof of mailing with either more letters or phone calls that 

cost them more than the books or insured mailings added to 

the book price....Don't do it specially but if you picked up 

what CBS aired on Lane/Walters/telex by Rather and L;raham, 

subject my Kartiganer letter I'd appreciate either a tape 

of it you make it a trsriacript. Just for the record. There we.: 

a real coinciding Dallas threat I did go into in COUP. The 

Dallas cops had an inside informant and did tell the FBI 

and Secret Service. Shibukd there not have been a telex? 
BW 9/30/75 
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